Role of viruses and insulinic system in a schizophrenia etiopathogenesis, an autism and Alzheimer’s disease. Prospect of rehabilitational therapy
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One of the most mysteriously paradoxically serious illness of higher nervous activity is schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, an autism.

When studying schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, an autism and genius, it is necessary to consider the following feature of a metabolism of a brain. Normal the brain differs from other body tissues high metabolic activity utilizes 20% of the oxygen absorbed by an organism at rest though the weight of a brain makes 2% of body weight, the main source - a glucose. At a mental load of requirement of a brain sharply increase. That is, upon, the brain on consumption of oxygen has, anatomy as if robbing concerning all organism. Consumption of oxygen increases when rising intellectual activity, stressful and extreme situations; the more intellectual activity, the is more brain demand in oxygen. At ingenious people the brain consumes oxygen more than at ordinary people.

Disturbance of entering of oxygen through a hematocorpoelastic barrier leads to disturbance of structure and function of a brain and vice versa adequate entering of oxygen and a delivery in a brain at people with genetically advanced very tectonics of a brain calculated on larger intellectual loads allows realization of the phenomenon of genius. In the light of the discussed phenomena, the attention was drawn by a role of a condition of insulinic system, to be exact insulinic security. The decision on expediency of this in an analytical research was made that insulin is a hormone of a broad spectrum of activity promoting a development of a brain, consciousness. (Most often B-cells are surprised influenza viruses, measles, a rubella, hepatitis, a heroin, an epidoparticulate HJV).

The virus attacks to an organism don’t lead to a lesion such much of a brain. The virus multiplies in the field of B-cells of quantity of B-cells (less than 70-80%), nevertheless reducing quantity of the functioning B-cells reduce amount of insulin and quality of insulinic security of an organism that causes existence is hidden the tectonics of a brain disposing to highly intellectual activity; the virus system has it an inherent algorithm impact on the virus system carries out a specific goal-setting to interrupt a manifestation (occurs at 1% of people, most often happens at talented people in the field of the exact sciences, in the natural, demanding pathology. Antiviral and anticancerogenic medicine//Sokratovsky Scientific articles
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The device for use of an atmospheric electricity

Devices, for use of an atmospheric electricity are known:

6. B. I. Bleskin Formula of creation of a noosphere on the basis of the patterns which are objectively existing in the nature//Medico-economic security, aftertreatment and social protection Populations / Materials X of the international forum. – Yerevan, 2008, page 124-128

The device offers by us consists of the receiving unit executed in the form of located down the crossed antenna element 6 connected with metal (for example steel) the capsule 24 containing radioactive isotope (for example uranium or cobalt), triboelement 3, 4, 5, for strengthening of accumulation of atmospheric electricity has a covering the material having superconductivity – for example, gold of high test. For protection of the accumulator against excessive reloading on the upper and lower needle the double switch 21 is entered, the indicator of a state of charge of the accumulator is connected to it (with the accumulator). For remote control of the device the block of remote control 23 connected to the double switch and the indicator of a state of charge of the accumulator, for example, the voltmeter is entered. Protection of the device against external impacts, safety of operation performs a metal casing with a corrosion-resistant coating 20. Metal support and a casing considerably reduce device weight, eliminate obstacles to flows of wind and water through the deck of the ship (vessel) or a sea platform, especially during a storm that allows to keep their stability and speed of movement.

The device works as follows, triboelement are located vertically and connected from an antenna crosswise form, allow to create in case of the minimum amount the maximum surface for implementation of a triboelectric effect. The potential difference between disks of the condenser, being on the upper and lower needles results. In the period of blizzards, a rain, storms, thunder-storms, this process amplifies. Increase of tension also depends on height of raising of the upper electrode with the antenna and triboelement as Ez – the vertical component of electric field of Earth, constitutes to 200 V/m from the Earth’s surface, increasing during induction. The metal capsule containing radioactive isotope ionizes air, creating a zone of electric breakdown of air, increases efficiency of catching and collection of an electric energy from the atmosphere.

In case of punch of the spark interval caused by growth of tension on the condenser, under the influence of atmospheric electricity, there is alternating current in the self-induction coil, connected with coil current, electricity arrives via the rectifier in the high-capacity condenser, and from it in the accumulator. This technical solution can be used in a condition of land of Earth.
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Since 1921 the method of the replacing insulin therapy offered by F. Banling, the Nobel Prize laureate, and Ch. Best remains the main remedy for a diabetes mellitus of the 1st type. Since the beginning of the 80th years of the XX century searches of new ways of treatment are conducted:
1. Creation of an artificial endocrine pancreas;
2. Transplantation of a donor pancreas;
3. Transplantation of cultures the insulin produce beta cells allocated in special way from a pancreas of the donor.

Problem of treatment from a diabetes mellitus of the I type by endocrinologists it wasn’t put and not to be put.

In general these ways of treatment of a diabetes mellitus of the I type, as well as the replacing insulin therapy, it is possible to carry, in our opinion, to hormonal “prosthetic repair” by insulin. Transplantations of beta cells and a pancreas is the most difficult task which is still not solved because of a common problem of incompatibility of tissues, and the artificial pancreas is in a development phase so far.

While the diabetes mellitus becomes one of the growing threats to health of mankind. The number of patients with a diabetes mellitus in the world contains already about 382 million, and each 12-15 years this number doubles. The diabetes mellitus of the 1 type makes about 15% of all patients with a diabetes mellitus.

The urgent direction is creation of the rehabilitational therapy allowing to restore or improve insulin produce function of beta cells of islands of Langerhans to refuse the replacing insulin therapy or at least to reduce the entered insulin doses. The solution of such task is possible only on the way of profound comprehension of an etiology and a pathogenesis of a diabetes mellitus of the I type.

These questions III 1982 were taken insufficiently in literature. Was considered that the cause of illness consists in genetically caused functional delicacy of cells of islands of Langerhans of a pancreas and in the raised load on a pancreas such as implication of nervous tension, intoxication and excessive delivery.

We paid attention that these representations contradicted the known scientific facts, namely they didn’t consider frequent communication of developing of a disease immediately after any infectious disease in any way. There was no explanation and to the spontaneous short-term remissions of a disease arising sometimes at the beginning of a current of a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type. It is the so-called “honeymoon” causing convalescence illusion in patients.

In 1978-1981 by it was taked that at 80 patients for the first time III with a diabetes mellitus of the I type with a serious current, at the 72nd the disease was preceded by an acute respiratory viral disease. This observation led us to a conclusion that local caused be viruses is the main reason for emergence of insulinc needliness at a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type, the current damage of islands of Langerhans is hidden. This damage has primary and chronic inflammatory character and is called “insulins”. We offered two landmark way of restoration of insulin produce function of beta cells for treatment of a diabetes mellitus III type at short terms of a disease first stage: full compensation of Diabetum diet No. 9 and insulin; second stage: purpose of antiinflammatory immunosuppressive therapy.
The diabetes mellitus of the 1st type in an initial stage is as insulin produce function of B-cells. If to eliminate an inflammation in B-cells, only after achievement an unknown pattern earlier was presented: antiinflammatory therapy was capable to reach the remission.

In the subsequent full calculation of the replacing therapy keeping compensation a diabetes mellitus of 1 type at treatment only a diet No. 9 it isn’t possible: the dose of insulin lasting disease from 1 to 2 years manages to be lowered to 2/3; lasting disease from 2 to 3 years, no more than 1/3 from initial that speaks about gradually developing irreversible changes in insulin produce function of B-cells. Lasting disease more than 3 years the effect of treatment is not only at 2 patients (duration of observation of 1 - 2 months). At one patient of the 1st type of 8 years suffering from a diabetes mellitus - it was succeeded to reduce the compensating insulin dose from 80 to 12 units a day, keeping compensation.

Our research showed that existence of a recurrence of a diabetes mellitus after successful two-stage treatment of a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type at an initial stage isn’t the basis for refusal of use of a repeated course of the two-stage treatment including, a diet No. 9, full compensation by insulin against the background of which antiinflammatory therapy is applied: it is possible to reach repeated remission of a diabetes mellitus only on a diet No. 9 without insulin injection.

In process above the stated researches, we found the new unknown pattern earlier: antiinflammatory therapy was capable to eliminate an inflammation in B-cells, only after achievement of full compensation by insulin injections - led to restoration of insulin produce function of B-cells.

The diabetes mellitus of the 1 type in an initial stage is as if the "model" combining the inflammation center (in islets of Langerhans) and an insulinic failure on which an opportunity to find out pattern unknown earlier was presented: antiinflammatory drugs in the conditions is insulins absolutely effective, and in the conditions of insulincs (full compensation) render, inherent to them, positive antiinflammatory effect (eliminate inflammations in islets of Langerhans what restoration of insulin produce function of B-cells indirectly testifies to). This for the first time the pattern taped by us is of great importance in the field of therapy of internal illnesses especially of kollagenoz, it found reflection in the invention: patent No. 2140005 "Way of treatment of inflammatory processes", priority of 30.06.1994. The optimum period to start the second stage of treatment 1-2 months after full compensation by a diet and insulin of a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type. Especially quickly at emergence of a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type B-cells at children perish.

Viruses induce autoimmune nature of a disease demands long immunosuppressive therapy (the principle reminds preventive therapy of a rheumatic disease). The tableau of a current of a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type complicates realization of the second stage of treatment (according to our data).

Offered by us two-stage, treatment of patients with a diabetes mellitus, the 1 type with use of nonsteroid antiinflammatory drugs is applied in 16 medical institutions (in 14 regional and hospitals, 1 medical medical unit, 1 TsRB) at 221 patients. Age of sick from 5 to 40 years, disease duration up to 5 years. The positive effect is noted at 181 patients (82%), lack of effect at 40 patients (19%). At 20 patients it was succeeded to cancel the replacing insulin therapy and to transfer to treatment only a diet No. 9, keeping compensation. At 12 patients - to cancel insulin and to transfer to treatment by a diet with Adelumbum or Mainurum. At 96 patients to lower the compensating dose by 50-90% of initial. At 53 patients lower to a dose 0. Data of a series of scientific publications of the Russian and foreign authors published after our priority confirm essence of our research.

Received experimental data with a priority of 20.05.1982 can be interpreted as follows:
1. Establishes: the new unknown earlier pattern - at the heart of an etiology and a pathogenesis of a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type is the primary and chronic virus induced inflammation of islets of Langerhans neutralizing insulin produce function of B-cells;
2. Shows: B-cells don't perish with developing of a disease at once, i.e. the damage of B-cells breaking production of insulin at disease terms till 1 year (sometimes longer terms) from a manifestation has reversible character;
3. Proves expediency of use immunosuppressive - antiinflammatory therapy in initial stages of a diabetes mellitus of an insusceptible condition - full compensation by insulin against the background of which antiinflammatory therapy is applied: it is possible to reach repeated remission of a diabetes mellitus only on a diet No. 9.
4. Reasons expediency of use immunosuppressive - antiinflammatory therapy at patients with a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type at a disease recurrence, and also for prophylaxis of emergence of a recurrence;
5. Motivates use immunosuppressive - antiinflammatory therapy at treatment of a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type at a stage before clinical implications of a disease.
6. Allows on new approach treating of an etiology of a pathology, prophylaxis and treatment of this disease.

The virus system has its inherent algorithm impact on the person (and an animal): viruses interfere in B-cells of islets of Langerhans, break production of insulin and an insulinsreptopeptide and indirectly carbohydrate, protein, fatty, mineral metabolism, a hemorheology, lymphs, liquor, bile, immunity a genome, a oxygen supply of tissues, and first of all at the brain same time quality of thinking decreases. Thus, the virus system at a manifestation of the disease has a maximum of entropy effect on an organism. In the subsequent viruses extend in other organs and tissues. Viruses are adapted to oxygen starvation.

Viruses exist only intrastructurally in cells tanks - conveyors (a look a plasmodium) which to them allow to move and breed in an organism.

Viruses breaking immunity promote development of other types of infections.

The virus system carries out a specific goal-setting to human life, to breed in a corpus and with water to close the immortal circle of the nature.

The taped patterns inherent in a diabetes mellitus and virus system allowed to frame the new medicine unknown earlier destroying viruses for treatment and prophylaxis of a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type. The offered agent consists of a silicon + Delagum + acetylsalicylic acid (Patents for the invention No. 2391971). The new earlier unknown consistent pattern of emergence and development of a diabetes mellitus of the 1 type which win what in an initial stage takes place a primary and chronic virus induce inflammation of islets of Langerhans of the hidden and often reversible character is determined it is delayed till 1 year - coincidence manifestation of implications of an insulinc failure, leading to degenerative changes in B-cells with irreversible loss of their function.
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